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“Don't be warped - trawl for fish, not birds”

What Counts? for trawlers, offal management 
In the high summer of 2005 it was and other assorted issues. But 
“business as usual” for all con- while we worked to ensure that 
cerned in the Southern Ocean being “told what to do” did not 
squid fishery....... the fishermen, create too much cost, silliness or 
the squid and the birds....ahhhh  danger in our world, because it From the desk of Admiral Albert the birds! was “pay attention time”, we set Ross, MBE (Mighty Big Eater)

out to see  how we could really Previous concerns regarding 
Well it's nearly time to get off this “rock” come to grips with the problem.seabird captures by deepwater 
and head to South America. It's been a 

trawlers had led to heightened And we found we could, well tough year, finding enough food has 
awareness of  government mostly anyway. Between 2005 been a real issue. Those “crazy” kami-
observers to monitor interactions, and today we have learned:kaze mutton-birds have damned near 
and a promise from industry to 

starved to death. The mutton bird 
deliver mitigation measures in a >Many fisherman are interested 

season on the Titi Islands has been a 
concerted way during 2005. in, and care about, seabirds

disaster and my long range scouts tell 
me it's the worst season for 45 years. This delivery failed. Reports of >The whys? and wheres? of 
Chicks starving and dying in their holes; increased numbers of captures of se ab ir d in te ra ct io ns  wi th  
the birds are in very bad condition. particularly white capped alba- trawlers

t ross ,  coup led  w i th  non-
>Some interactions are more Some bird brains say it’s those fisher- implementation of mitigation 

manageable than othersman catching all the fish or not discard- measures, lead to Minister 
ing offal that’s starving those crazy B e n s o n - P o p e  d e c l a r i n g  >Mostly its about clear rules, 
cousins of mine. I can ensure you those “Enough’s enough!” persistent messages and 
mutton birds dive on the net and get the Hindsight would suggest that this keeping the faith
food, offal discharge does not effect was a pretty reasonable stance 
them. Boats are still placing offal in the (though maybe few of us thought >Monitoring isn’t too hard really 
water. They just do it at set intervals to so at the time!). Subsequently we and its useful
reduce the risk to seabirds. all got on with squabbling over 

mandatory mitigation measures 
I hear the chattering classes are coming 
up with all sorts of schemes (seabird 
standards) to monitor and conserve our 
populations (count the birds). Well, not 
eating us by the thousands would be a 
good place to start. But no, that's too 
simple, the chattering class want to do 
the impossible: count us, and see what 
factors affect our lives. Well good luck 
with that! What a waste of money. Truth 
is we forage over vast areas of the 
world's oceans, live half the year in 
other countries and you just can't even 
imagine all the factors that affect our 
lives. Save your money and stick to 
things you know you can manage, like 
mitigation around vessels, real things 
that make a difference.

Chow Albert

F.V Taimania crew hauling the gear



Industry has committed real  
resources to improving the situation 
and the results thus far are clear 
enough, and show  we are on the 
right path.
Unfortunately, concerns regarding 
seabird mortalities from 2005 got fed 
into the “concerns machine” in 
Wellington. What has resulted is a 
large amount of research into seabird 
populations and trying to model 
whether or not fishing is having an 
adverse effect on those populations. 
While this seems a natural line of 
inquire, the bottom line is that these 
population dynamics are extraordi-
narily difficult (and expensive) to 
measure in any reasonable (3-5year) 
time frame. Also, they are much 

affected by natural variability. The a d v e n t u r e s  o n b o a r d  t h e  
“concerns machine” does not Independent 1.
thrive on solutions. Quite the I had been out on her before, during 
reverse, the less certainty, the the hoki season. Each time there 
more funding that is derived and have been hundreds of seabirds 
consumed. around the vessel. With the cuts to 
What we are certain of is that the hoki TACC and reduced effort in 
seabirds have a food based the Cook Strait by the bigger fresher 
(sometimes) fatal attraction to our vessels, this was an end of an era. 
fishing operations. We also know From now on there won't be hoki 
that managing their access to that vessels fishing year-round in the 
food and the area of risk around Cook Strait. I wonder if the birds will 
the vessel is paramount to reduc- still hang around in these big 
ing impacts. Seabirds species numbers?
groups behave in certain ways and The vessel was almost stationary, 
understanding that behaviour albatross were lining up at the offal 
matters for managing mitigation of chute waiting for the odd bit of fish 
risk to individuals. Their abun- guts and I watched as a fur seal 
dance around vessels does not. arrived and swam right into the 
So I suggest now that enough is group of birds. The seal grabbed the 
enough in regard to pointless and feet of the first bird, dragged it under 
costly computer modelling, algo- and it was gone! That's interesting; 
rithms and dangling off cliffs you don't see that every day! The 
counting birds, no matter how seal did not stop there. He then 
much enjoyed by the participants. proceeded to “nip” the feet of other 
Lets use our scarce resources to birds in the area, I say nip because 
solve issues at vessel level. he did not appear really interested in 
Richard Wells  hurting the birds. It appeared to me 
Last trip  FV Taimania he was just telling them to bugger off. 
I was onboard the FV Taimania in This obviously works and all the 
April when Raymond's crew did other birds not wanting their feet 
their last trip. The weather was nipped moved back 20 odd metres 
great, crew very professional and and left the spoils to the seal.
helpful. Good luck to the crew as 

John Cleal  they start their new fishing 
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WHICH COUSIN OF 
MINE IS THIS?

The scientific name for this cousin 
has a large fishing companies 

name in it.

BE IN TO WIN: Albert Ross’ cap 
and the “Field Guide to New 

Zealand Seabirds”

If you know the name of this bird then 
email your answer, name, postal 

address and date of publication to 
albertross@fishinfo.co.nz

The cousin of last month:
Whitecapped Albertross


